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Welcome into a vibrant world rich in natural beauty but populated by awe-inspiring high-tech machines. You are a guest here,
but your place is not free: you will become a member of a team that will help conquer the world. You will join a team of force
worlds that create the most advanced weapons in the universe. Winning battles with enemies, you and your crew will win fame
and money, and then get even richer. After discovering a new planet near a star, researchers from Earth go to explore it and
discover that in the planet's atmosphere, hydrogen-helium clouds form one of the largest and most important layers in the
universe: a hydrogen ocean. A team of the Intergalactic Police, patrolling outer space, discovered a mysterious signal coming
from deep space. So they came aboard the spacecraft the intruder was flying in to prevent a catastrophe. After long discussions
about how to stop the signal, which no doubt comes from the depths of space, they realized that the only way to find out what
was going on there was to decipher the message. But they do not know what awaits them in this case: who opposes them on the
way to discovering the secret? The alien arrived on Earth in order to study the race of humanoids. People called him the
Invader. The invader talks about his past and his place in the universe - he was the first of the race of Engineers. A group of
scientists from Stanford University and the California Institute of Technology have discovered a way to use the field of
Consciousness and, based on this, "switch" from one reality to another. They managed to create a generator of the space of
Consciousness â€” a field creature that is able to expand consciousness and live in three different realities. The
Mezhgalakovskaya Guard has a fighting machine that can fulfill your every wish... The pilot is a test cosmonaut. This is an
honorable and responsible profession. Pilots work closely with cosmodromes, communications satellites, cosmodrome
complexes, manufacturers of parts and assemblies, subdivisions of "space" troops and other organizations. They are the main
participants in the combat exploration of outer space. The Russian airborne troops are one of the largest and most formidable
military formations in the world. Thousands of soldiers and officers of the airborne troops daily receive combat missions, which
include landing on unfamiliar territory, capturing or defending an important military facility, and other important targets. Who
would have thought Prideful, Vain
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